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The study of coupled relaxation for methyl spin system in 2,6-dichlorotoluene was performed on the basis of 
the magnetization mode formalism. Using five initial perturbing pulse sequences, eight experimntal data sets 
were obtained, which were fitted with theoretical expressions with nine spectral density parameters. The same 
experiment was carried out at both 50.3 MHz and 125.6 MHz in carbon frequency. The measured spectral 
densities at both fields are similar in the exception of that related with carbon random field term. Furthermore, 
from the dipolar spectral density, the physical values may be extracted depending on the model of molecular 
reorientation. For example, it was assumed that the molecular framework undergoes asymmetric diffusive 
rotational process and methyl group reorients by either diffusive rotation about its symmetry axis or jump 
among internal rotational potential minima.

Introduction

Methyl group, ubiquitous in the world of organic mole
cules, normally undergoes very anisotropic motions in liquid 
phase, because its rotation about the axis of symmetry is 
usually known to suffer very little frictions from neighboring 
solvent molecules, thus being described better in terms of 
the inertial (or free) rotational model, while rotation of the 
entire molecule on which it is embedded is often satis
factorily explained in the diffusional limit where the viscous 
drag forces from surrounding solvent molecules play a 
dominant role.1-3 Consequently, fluctuation of the local 
magnetic fields at the site of a magnetic nucleus located on 
a methyl group can be anisotropic as well. That is, temporal 
correlations of the fluctuating local magnetic fields arising 
from dipolar interactions among magnetic nuclei of interest 
must be described by two or more correlation times differing 
substantially in magnitude. Furthermore, for nuclei on 
methyl group there can be another important source of 
fluctuating magnetic fields originating from spin-rotation 
interaction.4 This interaction is known to be able to provide 
an effective relaxation pathway for the nuclei located on 
methyl group undergoing fast internal rotations and 
description of the nuclear magnetic relaxation due to this 
mechanism requires a few additional correlation times which 
differ in nature from those involved in dipolar mechanism.5 
All these conspire to make the interpretation of resulting 
nuclear magnetic relaxation data for the nuclei located on 
methyl group a difficult and messy job.

In principle, if all the necessary NMR relaxation data are 
at our disposal, we would be able to gain insight into 
detailed dynamics of methyl group by estimating the 
relevant correlation times (or the corresponding spectral 
densities). In reality, however, the amount of experimental 
data we can manage to obtain is often not quite sufficient to 
make this feasible. For example, measurement of the spin
lattice relaxation time Tx by the conventional inversion 
recovery method yields only one correlation time which is 

hardly enough to provide us a glimpse into the details of 
complicated molecular dynamics.6 Thus, it is quite natural to 
attempt to devise more sophisticated methods that can 
produce more revealing experimental data. Coupled relaxa
tion experiment is one of those techniques designed specifi
cally for this purpose where relaxations of 13C spins are 
observed with spin-spin couplings with protons being fully 
retained.7~9

In earlier days the proton relaxation study was the 
principal source of information about motional behaviors of 
methyl group.10 The spin-lattice relaxation of methyl protons 
was intensively investigated theoretically by Hubbard,11 
Lynden-Bell,12 and others13,14 who treated these protons as an 
A3 spin system. They have concluded that relaxation of 
methyl protons involves several different magnetization 
modes each of which decays with its own characteristic 
decay constant and observation of their relaxation can 
provide us a few more useful dynamical parameters other 
than Tr. However, use of 13C as a probe nucleus turned out 
to enjoy more advantages than use of protons except for 
weaker signal intensities due to much lower natural abun
dance of the former, because in the case of 13C one may 
treat methyl spin system as an AX3 system for which more 
magnetization modes are available for observation.15 Further
more, by employing 13C as the probe nucleus, we may omit 
the laborious dilution procedure for eliminating the contribu
tions from intermolecular dipole・dip이e interactions as well.16

Theoretical foundation of treating methyl group as an AX3 
spin system has already been laid by Grant et a/.8,17 but they 
have dealt only two leading relaxation mechanisms, dipolar 
and spin-rotation interactions. In the observation of the nuclei 
with electronically very anisotropic surroundings under very 
high magnetic fields a third relaxation mechanism known as 
the chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) often plays a crucial 
role, providing another useful information.18 In our treatment 
of AX3 spin system we have slightly modified the formu
lation by Grant et al. following the procedure described by 
Canet9 so that the contribution from the CSA may be 
explicitly included although this is not expected to be too 
important for methyl carbon-13. In this paper we have 
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observed the relaxation of various 13C magnetization modes 
for 2,6-dichlorotoluene dissolved in CDC13 and estimated the 
magnitude of various spectral densities involved on the basis 
of a few simple dynamics models, thereby elucidating the 
relative importance of various relaxation mechanisms operat
ing for methyl carbon-13 as well as dynamical feature of 
methyl group itself.

Theory of Relaxation of Magnetization Modes

The formulation of relaxation theory in the coupled 
system was described by the magnetization mode formalism 
introduced by Grant et «/.,8,19 who defined a magnetization 
mode as the trace over product of deviation density operator 
with a corresponding irreducible spherical tensor operator. 
All the magnetization modes possible for an AX3 spin 
system are listed in Table 1, but among them only three 
antisymmetric modes plus two symmetric modes are 
quantities experimentally observable in liquid state, each of 
which can be expressed as a linear combination of inten
sities of methyl carbon-13 quartet and proton doublet lines, 
as shown follows:

“% = §7冲位］=（i/幻刈 + Z2 + Z3 + Z4）

%2 = ［（/J*  + /«■ + n］ =（i/知）仏 + /6）

Table 1. Magnetization Modes for the CH3 Spin System
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In expressions, % is the deviation density operator defined as 
a- where a is spin operator and the superscript T denotes 
thermal equilibrium value.
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where 4（/=1, 2, 3, 4） is the intensity of ith line in the carbon 
quartet and l5 and l6 are, respectively, those of proton 
doublet lines. kc and are proportional constants charac
teristic of carbon and proton signals, respectively. And super
scripts in the upper left comer of notations for magnetization 
modes denote their parity with respect to the operation of 
spin inversion.

The dynamical evolution of the nuclear spin system can 
be described by the following equation:

씌2=-村處） ⑵

where denotes the Zth magnetization mode and 
represents the y-element of the relaxation matrix which can 
be expressed as a linear combination spectral density terms.

Magnetization modes can be classified according to their 
symmetric or antisymmetric parity with respect to the 
operation of total spin inversion. This operation can be seen 
as exchanging all spin functions a into p and vice versa. 
Any individual Iz operator is transformed into its opposite on 
this operation, which leaves Eq. 2 unchanged. But there 
arises a situation where 7、transforms into 一 T、for two 
modes i and j of different parity. In that case, the only 
possible value for 一弓 is zero. In other words, symmetric 
modes do not couple into antisymmetric modes and vice 
versa. This situation prevails in an isotropic medium and the 
only exception occurs when dipolar interaction couples with 
chemical shift anisotropy. In this exceptional case the 
coupling terms between symmetric and antisymmetric modes 
may be made to be nonvanishing through the cross
correlation mechanism between the dipolar interaction and 
chemical shift anisotropy. The expressions for T?s for CH3 
spin system are summarized in Table 2 and the definitions 
and physical meanings for all the symbols and notations 
appearing in this table are given by Grant et al.s and also by 
Rho.20 In general, the procedure of obtaining the formal 
expression for each「司 is quite tedious and lengthy, albeit 
straightforward, and we will not duplicate it here since it has 
been described in detail elsewhere.9,20~21

It is straightforward to evaluate the dip이ar spectral 
density data in the relaxation matrix if a model of molecular 
reorientational process i동 assumed. Conversely, various 
dynamics parameters relevant to an assumed model of 
reorientational process can be estimated if sufficient amount 
of dipolar spectral density data are available. In order to 
obtain some tangible results we assumed in this paper that 
the molecular framework undergoes asymmetric diffusive 
rotational motions while methyl group reorients by either 
diffusive rotation about its symmetry axis or jump among 
internal rotational potential minima. We further assumed that 
end-over-end rotation of molecular framework is 
independent of motions of methyl group. After a lengthy but 
straightforward discussion we can derive the following 
expression for the spectral densities between ij and kl
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Table 2. Expressions of Relaxation Matrix I、for the CH3 Spin 
System
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Notations of cross-correlation dipolar spectral density are sim
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where, assuming the axis of internal rotation coincides with 

one of the three principal axes of overall rotational diffusion 
tensor, say the z-axis, the correlation time td is given by

T _ I + ©I * C2
I E] + l/啣 互+1/通 马+ 1/瑞

c3 C4 Cy W 小

旦+ 1/瑞乌+ 1/璟E, E5

Ei through Es appearing in Eq. 4 are expressed in terms of 
the three principal values of rotational diffusion tensor, 
Dyy, and D&, as follows:

E 1 = 4Dja + Dyy + Dzz 
E 2 = Dxx + 4Z)yy + Dzz 
E3 = Dxx + Dyy + 4Dzz 
E^ = 6D +602-" 

E5 = 6D - 6心-卩 (5)

with

D = (Dxx + Dyy +£)zz)/3
1? — (I)xx Dyy + DyyDzz + QzzZZoc)/3 (6)

And two correlation times relevant to internal rotation are 
defined as

exp(T/臨))=<exp[-i 0(O)]exp[i 低)]> (7)

and

exp(-£/嘴)-<exp[-2z 0(O)]exp[2z 0(/)]> (8)

where 0(0 is the azimuthal angle that describes internal 
reorientation of methyl group. The coefficients c/s appearing 
in Eq. 4 depend on the orientations of two dipolar vectors ij 
and kl as follows:

ct = 6 cosOy cos0wsin0I;cos(0^ - S)
c2 = (3/2)sin20o sin20w cos[2(0i；- - fe)]
。3 = (3/2)cos2(^/2)sin20l7 sin2^ cos[2(0/;-如)]

c3> = sin2(/3/2)(3cos20/; 一 l)(3cos26^ - 1)
c4 = (3/2)sh/(j3/2)血2%sin2&Hcos[2(Qj -饥)]

。4, = cos2(/3/2)(3cos20,y -项北陌宙-1) (9)

where 編 編 0,；, and 饥 denote the polar and azimuthal 
angles of dipolar vectors ij and kl9 respectively, defined in 
the coordinates system shown in Figure 1 and the angle p is 
defined by

)3=tan-1[V3(£>„ -%)/{가左 - % +%)}]. (10)

The two internal reorientational correlation times Tint(1) and 
命⑵ can have various expressions depending on the 
assumed model for internal reorientation of methyl group. 
For example, if this reorientation takes place via diffusional 
steps, we find

唧=1/侃 and 瑙= 1/4以；that is 鶴)/瑞)二 4, (H)

where Dt denotes the diffusion constant for reorientation of 
methyl group about its symmetry axis. On the other hand, 
the internal reorientation may proceed through jump by 120° 
or 60° among potential minima. For jump among potential 
minima, the ratio of vs Tint(2) varies over a certain range 
(possibly 1 to 3) depending on jump patterns. If the 
orientation takes place by 120° jumps among three equal
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Figure 1. The coordinates of molecule and polar and azimuthal 
angles of dipolar vectors in CH3.

potential minima, we have

4湖 = 瑞= 为/3; th건 is, T爲)/瑞 = 1, (12)

where l/re represents the jump rate from one site to another. 
We can also assume that the reorientation proceeds through 
jumps between only nearest sites among the 6-equivalent 
sites. In this case we can show that (see Appendix)

诳) = & and 璟)= 傀/3; that is 지?/瑞 = 3, (13)

Yet, in another probable model these jumps may be 
assumed to take place between not only the nearest sites but 
also those further apart. In particular, if we take into 
consideration additional jumps between next-to-nearest sites, 
we have

诳)=從/4 and 瑞= &/6; that is 命)/瑙= 3/2, (14)

where we have assumed jumps among next-to-nearest sites 
occur with the same rate as those occurring between nearest 
sites(See, also, Appendix). Thus, to some extent one may 
use this ratio to justify the suitability of an adopted model to 
describe internal rotation of a methyl group.

Experimentals and Calculations

Experimentals
Sample Preparation. For our coupled relaxation 

study of CH3 spin sy아em, 2,6-dichlorotoluene (99%, not de
enriched) and CDC13 (100%) were purchased from Aldrich 
Chemical Company and used without further purification. 
Twenty-five milligrams of 2,6-dichlorotoluene were dissolv
ed in two milliliters of CDC13 to make a sample solution. 
After being placed in a 5 mm o.d. NMR tube, this sample 
was degassed by repeating the standard freeze-pump-thaw 
cycle at least five times and then sealed under vacuum.

NMR Experiments. NMR relaxation experiments were 
run on both Varian VXR200S and UNITY500 spectrometers. 
In VXR200S the 13C frequency was 50.3 MHz and the 
frequency 200 MHz while in UNITY500 they were 125.6 
MHz and 500 MHz, respectively. In our experiments only 
the 13C signals were observed, for which the sample dilution

Figure 2. The pulse sequences used to obtain initial excitation of 
observable magnetization modes in the liquid state.

process may be omitted, thus saving a great deal of time and 
labor. Temperature was maintained at 25±1 °C throughout 
the experiments.

For coupled spin relaxation measurement five different 
types of initial spin states were prepared by applying the 
following five pulse sequences (see Figure 2):

a) total carbon inversion (carbon hard pulse)
-VIVI pulse sequence

b) total proton inversion (proton hard pulse)
-V2V1 pulse sequence

c) v3 mode preparation - V3V1 pulse sequence
d) V； mode preparation - V7V1 pulse sequence
e) v8 mode preparation - V8V1 pulse sequence

All the pulse sequences except VIVI are not routinely 
available in the form of commercial pulse programs. So they 
were programmed and written in our laboratory with the 
MAGICAL Programming Language provided by the Varian 
Associates.22 In the UNITY500 spectrometer, the normal n/2 
pulse lengths were, respectively, 12.5 /isec for 13C and 11.5 
jUsec for 'H while in the VXR200S they were 20 “sec for 
13C and 22.5 “sec for The recy이e time was set 10 times 
the TA of methyl carbon and the FID observation was made 
for 17 different delay times, T. In the VIVI and V8V1 
sequence, twenty-four scans were accumulated for each 
given value of delay time, T, to achieve the required signal 
to noise ratio. However, in the other sequences the number 
of scans accumulated was reduced to eight due to the effect 
of possible polarization transfer from to 13C. For 
observation of methyl carbon, a spectral width of 4000 Hz 
was used and 10 K data points were collected. Peak heights 
in the multiplet spectra were used to represent the 
magnetization mode intensities and each data presented in 
this paper represents the average of five independent 
measurements.

Since protons were not observed directly,n pulse 
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angles were adjusted by watching their effects on the spin 
echo of the coupled 13C doublet from the methine group.

Calculations
Evolution of each magnetization mode can be pursued by 

solving the coupled differential equations given by Eq. 2. To 
facilitate this procedure we now introduce the "so-called**  
normal mode of magnetization, ub defined by

凹 (15)
i

or,

v =Qf (16)

where g is a transformation matrix that diagonalizes the 
relaxation matrix r.

Then, Eq. 2 may be rewritten in terms of the normal 
modes of magnetization as

= (17)
at

where the diagonal matrix A is defined as

A = QlrQ. (18)

Eq. 17 tells us that each normal mode of magnetization 이<£) 
evolves accoding to

u(t) = exp(-A/ )u (0)
= exp(r^HZ)*)) (19)

Experimentally observed, however, are not 끼£)，s. 
Therefore, we substitute Eq. 19 back into Eq. 16 to obtain

v(0 = G exp(-0T0) g-lv(0) (20)

Each coupled 13C spectra from the five different pulse 
sequence experiments for the methyl group gives the values 
of conesponding observable magnetization modes from the 
linear combination of four lines as presented in the Eq. 1. 
These quantites may also be expressed in terms of the 
elements of Q and the eigenvalues of r in the Eq. 20 as 
follows:

a) VIVI pulse sequence experiment
ii

y ) = " 아 (')/< 伝 (eq ) 그 =-2^QuQ u exp(-&t) 
i=i

ii

y2(t) = a )/< I^(eq)> = - 2^3^, Q3,Quexp(-A, t) (21)
i=l

b) V2V1 pulse sequence experiment
ii

y3(t) = ° W>/只eq)< = - 2顽护汨£ Qm爲 exp(-M) 
i=l

11

乂仍=“。3(£)/> 伝(eg)< =-6(为/汨应2冋乂-湿)(22) 
i 너

c) V3V1 pulse sequence experiment
ii

y5(t) = ° v3(tya v3(0) = X Q*Q3,exp(-M ) (23)
1=1

d) V4V1 pulse sequence experiment
ii

y 6(0 =)/。7(°) = £ Q 7i Q li exP(—為')
(=1

ii

y7。)=' vs(ty s v7(0) = l/3£ 60,exp(-&r) Q4)
(=1

e) V5V1 pulse sequence experiment
ii

y8(t) = s )/ s處。)=£ &exp(-&.t) (25)
1=1

These eight quantities will depend nonlinearly upon nine 
unknown spectral density parameters involved in the Q and 
A. A standard way to extract these parameters from the 
observed data is to seek the best set of parameter values that 
minimizes the merit function S2 defined by

8 17

s 2 = ££鬲(弓,exp)-yk a )]2, (26)
Jt=lz=l

where ek(tb exp) is the observed value of Ath magnetization 
mode at time q while is the value of the same 
magnetization mode at time " calculated from Eqs. 21 
through 25 for an arbitrarily set of parameter values.

With nonlinear dependencies the minimization process 
must proceed iteratively. For a given initial set of parameter 
values, a procedure is developed to improve the trial 
solutions. The procedure is then repeated until S2 no longer 
decreases. The Marquardt method23,24 for fitting routine was 
adopted in this study. All of the theoretical equations were 
fitted simultaneously with experimental data with nine 
spectral densities.

Results and Discussion

Relaxation data for all the possible magnetization modes 
in CH3 spin system generated by five different pulse 
sequences were plotted against delay times in Figures 3 
through 5. The solid lines represent the results obtained by 
simultaneous least-squares fitting of all experimental data at 
a given field. The dipolar and random field spectral densities

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
D 이 ay Time(sec)

Figure 3. Plot of magnetization modes obtained from conespond- 
ing coupled spectra. The empty and filled symbols denote 
experimental data obtained at 50.3 MHz and 125.6 MHz, 
respectively and solid lines fitted curves. O : y, (50.3 MHz), •:力 

(125.6 MHz), O: y2 (50.3 MHz), ♦: y2 (125.6 MHz), A: y3 (50.3 
MHz), ▲: y3 (125.6 MHz)
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Figure 4. Plot of magnetization modes obtained from 
corresponding coupled spectra. The empty and filled symbols 
denote experimental data obtained at 50.3 MHz and 125.6 MHz, 
respectively and solid lines fitted curves. O : y4 (50.3 MHz), •: y4 
(125.6 MHz), ◊: y5 (50.3 MHz), ♦: y5 (125.6 MHz), A: % (50.3 
MHz), ▲: % (125.6 MHz')

Table 3. Spectral Densities for Methyl System at Two Magnetic 
Fields

50MHz 125MHz
丿CH 0.0039± 0.00005 0.0039± 0.00006

Khch 0.0020± 0.00011 0.0028± 0.00014
Kchh 0.0042± 0.00010 0.0042± 0.00009

■KchHH 0.0022± 0.00042 0.0020± 0.00048
Jhh 0.0067± 0.00025 0.0063±0.00024

Khhh 0.0053 ±0.00025 0.0051 ±0.00027
Jc 0.0135±0.00069 0.0165±0.00075

7h 0.0215±0.00095 0.0227± 0.00094
*HH 0.0269+0.00143 0.0253± 0.00151

Table 4. Comparison of Measured and Calculated NOE for CH3 
system

50MHz 125MHz
Measured 2.274 2.023
Calculated 2.190 2.070

Calculated NOE was found to be in good agreement with 
measured one as shown in Table 4. The relaxation data for 
para methine 13C may be similarly treated to obtain the 
various autocorrelation and dipolar-CSA cross-correlation 
spectral densities which are shown in Table 5. Unlike the 
case of methine carbon, jc for methyl carbon is found to be 
of considerable magnitude due to the large contribution from 
the spin-rotational mechanism. From the dipolar spectral 
densities for methyl carbon three diffusion constants D^, £)均, 

D遂 and two internal correlation times Tint(1), rint(2) were 
uniquely determined26 and are listed in the Table 6. The 
determined three diffusion constants were in turn used to 
evaluate the dipolar sepectral density for -methine 
carbon JCh which agrees fairly well with the observed one as

Figure 5. Plot of magnetization modes obtained from correspond
ing coupled spectra. 50.3 MHz and 125.6 MHz, respectively and 
solid lines fitted curves. O: y7 (50.3 MHz), • : y7 (125.6 MHz), 
O: % (50.3 MHz), ♦: % (125.6 MHz) 

obtained by these fittings at two different magnetic fields are 
listed in Table 3, which shows that obtained spectral 
densities, except the carbon random field term jc, depend 
very little on the field strength within experimental error. 
The slight dependency of jc on the magnetic field strength 
suggests that at higher fields the chemical shift anisotropy 
may make some contribution, albeit small and unimportant, 
in the relaxation of methyl carbon-13 in 2,6-dichlorotoluene. 
This suggestion is also supported by the difference in the 
observed NOE's for the methyl spin system at two different 
magnetic fields as shown in Table 4. We could also evaluate 
the NOE's by making use of the spectral densities estimated 
from the foregone measurements through the following 
relation;25

NOE = 1+— Sh - 20(峪負
Ofc 30/CH + 6jc — 400Khch

(27)

Table 5. Spectral Densities for para-CH System in 2,6- 
dichlorotoulene

50MHz 125MHz
JcH 0.0366± 0.0003 0.0363± 0.0006
JcSA 0.0029± 0.0004 0.0114±0.0007

Kc-CSA -0.0048± 0.0002 -0.0114±0.0005

7h 0.0232± 0.0001 0.0264± 0.0020
Ki-csa -0.0003±0.00007 -0.0008± 0.00002

Table 6. Diffusion Constants and Internal Correlation Times

50MHz 125MHz
D„ (10% T) 417 士 0.15 4.28±0.12
D„ (1010s ') 4.08±0.10 4.12±0.07
D. (10% T) 4.03±0.11 4.10±0.11

1/Tin,(1) (1(产L) 2.41±0.17 2.63±0.09
l/rim(2) (1(产L) 4.18±0.25 4.61±0.12
知％" 1.73 1.75
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Table 7. Spectral Density (JCH) in para-CH Determined from 
Diffusion Constants Listed in Table 6 in Comparison with 
Observed Value

50MHz 125MHz
JCH (Measured) 0.0366± 0.0003 0.0363± 0.0006
JCH (Calculated) 0.0285±0.0008 0.0281 ±0.0006

Assuming rCH=1.084±0.06 A.

shown in Table 7. Slight difference between calculated and 
observed JCH for para-methine carbon will probably 
originate from the fact that rotational diffusion model can 
provide only approximate description of overall rotation of 2, 
6-dichlorotoluene molecule. The set of dynamics parameters 
obtained from experimental data measured at two different 
fields are remarkably consistent despite the possible presence 
of many sources of experimental error such as pulse imper
fection, relaxation during the preparation period of initial 
아ate of each magnetization mode, etc. We have also 
obtained ca. 1.73 for 疏⑴ / 笃m⑵，which may be interpreted 
as indicating that methyl group undergoes both three-fold 
and six-fold jumps at 25 °C.
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Appendix

The ensemble average of interest is

<exp(im %) exp(-im%))그 二 시 %, °)

cxp(im %) exp(-im ⑴ d 沏 y [Al ]

where y is the rotation angle about a fixed internal axis and 
p(%) is the probability that we find the internal rotation 
angle to be % at time 0, and p(% t\%, 0) is the conditional 
probability that the rotation angle is found to be y at time t 
when it was known to be % at time zero. This ensemble 
average can be evaluated on the basis of various molecular 
models:

(1) internal rotational diffusional model
If the reorientation of methyl group is described by 

rotational diffusion equation, then the conditional probability 
is shown to be given by

以% 이 %, o)= £(27沪 exp(-讥 %) exp仞 个 exp(-£),n2/) [A2] 
n

with a priori probability p(%) being assumed constant so 
that

P(%) = (2?沪. [A3]

By making use of Eqs. [A2] and [A3] we obtain the 
expression

vexp(如％) exp(-谕〃(£))> =exp(-Di也W)弟辨，[A4]

(2) 3-site jump model
If the reorientation consists of jumps among three 

equivalent sites, /=0, 2n/3, 4n/3, then the ensemble average 
is

<exp伽％)exp(7疽弟| %, 0)
Y Y

exp(im X)) exp(-zm [A5]

The conditional probabilities are found by solving the 
linear differential equations for the fractional population at 
each site. If the fractional populations are denoted by [0], 
[2n/3], [4丸/3], these equations may be written as

.[0]
4 [2兀/3] 

[4”3] 
\

dt
d

'-2 1 1V [0]、

1 -2 1 [W3]
1 1 -2J [[4 汐3]

[A6]
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that a

[A7]

[A8]

where 1/t is the rate of jump from one site to another. 
Combined with the conservation equation [0] + [2n/3] + [4h/3] 

=1 and the initial condition [0] = 1, and assuming 
priori probabilities are all equal, that is,

P (%) = 1/3.

we find the conditional probabilities as

1 ?
p(0,t I 0,0)=y+ y exp(-3//r)

p (2n/3, t I 0, 0) = y - y exp(-3z/r)

p (4^/3, t I 0, 0) 드 亍一夺 exp(-3f/©

Substitution of this equation into Eq, [A5] leads to

vexp(谕 %) exp(-谕0))그 드 &,0“侦 + exp(-3r/r) 
(&n/n，_ + 爲，"矿+3§”宀 3)

(3) 6-site jump model (I)
If we consider that the reorientation consists of 

between only nearest sites among the 6-equivalent sites, y= 0, 
찌3, 2^/3, 3찌3, 403, 5^/3, the conditional probabilities can 
be obtained by the procedure similar to that applied to 3-site 
jump model. The master equation may be written in this 
case

[A9]

jumps

d_
dt

r [o]、 '-2 1 0 0 0 1、 f [0]、

[汐3] 1 -2 1 0 0 0 因/3]
[2 汐3] =J_ 0 1-2 10 0 [2”3]
[3汐3] T 0 0 1-2 10 [3”3]
[4心] 0 0 0 1 -2 1 [4S]

,[5 力히 1 0 0 0 1 -2 1 7 [5 汐3] [AW]

With the assumption that a priori probabilities are equal to 
1/6, solving this system gives the following conditional 
probabilities:

p(0, Z I 0, 0) = y(exp(-4//z) + 2exp(-3f/t) + 2exp(-r/r) + 1}

p ("3, t I 0, 0) = - —{cxp(-4t/r) + exp(-3f/t) -exp(-^/t) - 1} 
6

I 0,0)
p(2^/3, t I 0, 0) = [{exp(-4£/© - exp(-3r/t) -exp(-f/t) - 1}

6
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=p (4笊/3, z I 0, 0)
p(3西/3, t I 0, 0) =，{一exp(-4r/z) + 2exp(-3t/t)

6
-2exp(T/z) + 1} [All]

From these conditional probability, we find the ensemble 
averages of interest:

<exp(z %) exp(-Z y(r))> = exp(T/z) [A12]

<exp(2Z %) exp(-2Z ))> = exp(-3//f) [A13]

(4) 6-site jump model (II)
Here we assume that the jumping occurs not only between 

the nearest sites but also between next to the nearest 
neighboring sites. Then the differential equation for this 
model is slightly different from the previous one as shown 
in Eq. [A14]:

The conditional probabilities for this model are found to be 
given as follows:

([0] > 411011、 ([0]、

[”괴 1 T 1 1 0 1 因/3]
[2^/3] 11-^110 [2”3]
[37C/3] T 0 11-4 11 [3”3]
[4 汐3] 10 11-4 1 [4”3]
‘心1 1 1 0 1 1 -4, 、[5 汐3[

p(0, t I 0, 0) =，{2 cxp(-6t/T) + 3 exp(-4//t) + 1}
6

t I 0, 0) = —{- exp(-6r/T)+ 1}
6

=p(5n/3,t I 0,0)
p(2”3, t I 0, 0) = -^{-exp(-6z/i) + 1}

6
=p (4^/3, / I 0, 0)

p(3n/3, t I 0, 0) = -i-{2exp(-6z/t) + 3 exp(-4f/t) + 1}
6

Thus we can obtain in this case the following expressions:

<exp(/ %) exp(-z y(r))> = exp(T”/z) [A16]

<exp(2i %) exp(-2z y(r))> = exp(-6z/r) [A17]


